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It’s not too difficult to read the new features of this software with the help of the What’s New in
Photoshop website . However, I’m going to take you through some of the most prominent new
features on a more intimate level... – Apple Pencil: This is a pen-shaped stylus from Apple that
simulates a Fingerprint in many ways. It has haptic feedback (known in tech-talk as “jiggle
feedback”). If you power them both up at the same time, they can detect each other and change the
size of the cursor to match that of the Apple Pencil. Adobe has two versions of this update, one for
the iPad Pro and the other for all other Apple devices. You don’t need a specific version if you’re not
using an iPad Pro. Just pick the one that best fits your device. – Breadcrumbs: You can quickly jump
to a specific part of your workflow by clicking on a section of a project. You also have the ability to
create a kind of trail by going back and forth the steps. This feature works on the desktop and on
mobile. It’s not intuitive at all, but it’s pretty powerful once you get used to it. Just in case you're
wondering, yes, Adobe did release Lightroom 5 as a standalone app. This is a great thing because
Apple's iOS users will be able to get new features right away. Here's a list of the new features in
Photoshop CC 2015: Remix including better Pencil tools
New features to Quick Edit in both the menus and palettes
Spot colour monitoring with the Measure and Model brush
Retouch tools now better suited for touch and mobile devices
Glitch Removal now has more tool options
Text improvement tools now called Smart Objects, including Resize, Warp and Distort
New Brush options for creating decorative effects
More details on brush settings and 16 new Dynamic layers and masks
Enhanced Shrink and Grow tools
Three new filter types
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Image catalog assistant and improved import of images from iTunes
Adobe Camera RAW and Lightroom are now linked in Photo Match
Import PDF as Smart Object
Improved Layers and Layers dialog
Improved selection tools
Improvements to the Lens Correction tools
Reshaping tools now include more control
New Content Aware Fill can fill complex objects
Enhanced content-aware fill
New Foregoing Items tools for object list and canvas
Topographical ways to group artwork
New stabilize tools include corrections for camera shake, lens distortion and chromatic aberration
Five new filters
More adjustments for Curves and Levels
Support for Blending Options in Premium and Creative Cloud customers
Support for layers in Library/New Collections
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What It Does: The Undo feature allows you to step back from a task and undo actions that you
previously performed. Each image has a history which stores previous versions of the image. Each
version is designated with a time stamp indicating how far back the image history stacks back to.
You can click on image history to revert to a previous version. It also has the ability to revert
multiple version changes back to a previous version. The cloud storage option will upload your
images to the cloud. Additionally, it's possible to include backgrounds in a design and also define
your own borders. The image quality is high and is optimized for the web without much pixelation.
What It Does: The image-swapping tool lets you interchange the images. Simply move your original
image to the swap area and then select an image from your computer or the web. You can then swap
the images within a design quickly and easily. It's also possible to define different swap faces using
the swap layer palette. The image color grading tool changes the color balance of your photos to
make the colors more vibrant and it also makes some adjustments to the image brightness and
contrast. What It Does: The Lasso tool is a simple and effective tool. You can use the line drawing
tool to quickly select an area of an image, which are then transformed into straight horizontal or
vertical straight line segments. You can then break the line segments into smaller pieces or merge
several lines into one. The Invert tool inverts the image. The Spot Healing tool automatically locates
areas of color in the image and fills them in. The Clone tool enables you to remove sections of an
image and then apply the darker image as a new version of the original image. An Eraser tool can
allow you to remove small areas of an image, while the Sharpen tool can create a more defined edge.
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The landing page options, Photoshop now includes a new guidelines feature that is called, Smart
Guides, which is a grid-like guide pattern with points that show you where to place, or how much of
your image will appear. The new version update also includes a new adjustment layer style, the Hue
& Saturation. This allows you to tone down colors and adjust the color to lighter hues. You can also
change the lightness and the softness of light tones, which are represented by the Hue, Luminance,
and Saturation. For new photo editing, the tabs in the adjustments can be changed, making it easier
to make changes in the graphic designer. The company improved its user’s interface and removed
the ads. The software offers a different filters for the common photo editing and the new version
includes a smart erase tool, which can be used to create a new layer and erase the old one with the
same click. This book introduces you to the Photoshop editing and enhancing process so you learn at
your own pace. Explore the latest features in Photoshop CC, including Multiple and Sequential
Versions controls, Mask tools, Layer Masks, Smart Filters, Auto filter Blending, Lens Correction,
Web Formatting, Landscape, HDR, Super Resolutions, and a host of other tools, and discover how to
use and learn the most popular features. You’ll also find powerful new features and advanced
techniques in this edition, including innovative controls for navigating layers, moving between layers
and images, making photos more dynamic with fascinating special effects, making any photo look
like a painting with advanced painting, compositing, and drawing tools, video editing and animation,
and more. Photoshop CC Quick Tip: activate or deactivate this book (called Adobe PDF Smart Guide
Library) from your desktop. This simple guide is fully searchable, so you can get to any page in the
book in a matter of seconds.
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If those are your goals as a design professional or a graphic designer, then you are in the right
place. There is help out there; there are many ways that you can use to make your portfolio stand
out and look stunning, while remaining professional. Let’s have a look at some of the most effective
ways to do that. If you’ve done any other work in your spare time, it’s entirely possible that it’s the
work that you’d like to highlight in your portfolio. Almost anyone that appreciates quality design
work will undoubtedly recognize any of the work you’ve done elsewhere. Whether you’ve used Big
Canvas or a tablet or a desktop, creating it all manually or with a lasso tool, whatever else you use to
produce your other work, including photo-based tasks such as retouching, now is the time to show it
off. Don’t be afraid to show off the work that you’ve done when you were on that break and were
creating art during the spare time. Even if there are not even a lot of details about it, your work on
your creative side can be just as important and effective when it comes to showing off your portfolio.
If you want to show off the portfolio that you’ve created, you’ll need to work hard to pin down each
and every graphic. You’ll need to create some content that is dedicated to your portfolio - images
that you use in a dedicated section. You’ll want to create images that are the best representation of



the work you produce professionally - these will be ones that highlight your skills, and stand out
from the niche category of everyone else in your portfolio.

Photoshop has also made it easier to open larger files. The software's canvas size has been expanded
to 5,760 x 5,760 pixels, and support for 72-megapixel files has been added as well. Photoshop for
macOS now supports 64-bit applications, and you can selectively compress images or turn on an
option to avoid this. Enhancements include the introduction of a section-accordion tool bar that can
see all your tools and controls, which gives you quick access to the tools you use most. You can now
also view your image adjustments in any direction, and more importantly, vertically without having
to scroll, which is pretty great. In addition, adjustments and filters can now be used as masks, which
is how you move a brush onto another area of the image. And finally, random crops are now possible
in Lightroom. Next up, let's check out the latest features for Video Premiere Pro, which is just as
important to new equipment manufacturers and software developers as Photoshop. And of course, it
doesn't hurt that the the video editing tool has been updated to version 2018.4 in fact, it's the first
major new feature release since they began distributing versions that included "2019" inside the
detailed release notes. The most exciting news of this year has to be the re-introduction of Single
Link. This is a new video editing feature that enables you to link groups of clips by using a frame or
a marker as a link point. And to make editing even easier, it offers suggestions for optimizing your
tracks and shots, plus gives you a preview of your edits when you finish them. Both Premiere Pro
and Adobe Media Encoder now understands a new file format—MXF OVC. And this new format can
help you save significant time when archiving files, and it's at the heart of the value proposition for
the new MXO metadata container.
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Where traditional Photoshop skills are enshrined in the via of optical and digital media expertise,
augmented reality skills are highlighted by the future of 3D tools, and Adobe-powered AI
integrations are featured in the latest version. This is the new integrated reality for the next
generation of creative professionals, who seek to translate and enhance these platforms into hybrid
market solutions. Continuing to extend and revitalize the beta roster Powered by Adobe Sensei. The
Photoshop beta roster is an ever-growing library that helps you find and share the best techniques
as well as execute best practices, Just open Photoshop, choose Filters > Neural Filters > Adobe
Sensei Natural Language and you will directly find top quality, related PSD filters. Getting up close
and personal with Adobe Sensei. Use simple keywords to bring up related filters & content within
Photoshop. As you start to edit your image, you’ll see the related filters appear, along with examples
to inspire your edits. The Adobe Creative Cloud offers unlimited access to Photoshop. With a
subscription, you can download Photoshop CC for free for 30 days, and trial the new features of
Photoshop 2019. After that, you can upgrade to the full subscription at $10/mo/user. What’s next? In
the coming months, you’ll see exciting developments such as a robust collection of 3D tools, nuanced
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layers and brushes, new possibilities for editing in the browser, and the new features that will help
bring your art to life. We are committed to ensuring your success, and look forward to sharing more
features in the months ahead.

The entire range of new features can be found on Adobe’s website, and for Photoshop, they can be
found on Adobe.com/photoshop. You can also get a free trial of Photoshop for Mac by visiting
www.adobe.com/go/photoshop . The Trial version is valid for 180 days, and it includes all future
updates for free. You can find the full line for Photoshop Elements here on Adobe.com. Photoshop
Elements 2020 has a range of new features, including Mask Collage, a selection improvement that
makes it quicker and easier to make selections that include more areas of interest, perfect for
complex designs and seamless digital painting. Of course, seven new skin regions have joined the
existing 33 available for the luscious selection to work with. Other features include advanced camera
RAW image editing for more creative control, enhanced layer controls, and a brand-new shape-based
blur that makes it simpler to blur images in a variety of creative ways. You can find the full line for
Photoshop here on Adobe’s website, and for Photoshop Elements 2020, there are a range of new
features and innovations. The nine new skin regions have been added to the existing 33 available for
the luscious selection, and the new layer controls allow you a range of alternative views for your
layers. Other enhancements include Clip To Path, which allows you to create a shape from your
image and then use it as a path for further precision work. To give you an idea of what to expect, the
new version of Photoshop Elements 2020 includes an array of new shape-based toolsets that allow
you to create dynamic graphics, logos, textures and more. Plus, new tools and features that allow
you to explore, enhance and create your own custom artwork. You can find an overview of all the
new features here, and plenty of tutorials and videos here.


